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I. INTRODUCTION 

Arbib, Manes, Benson[3], [5] and Streenstrup[14] 

introduced the notions of sum ordered partial monoids & 

sum ordered partial semirings. M. Murali Krishna Rao[6] in 

1995 introduced the notion of a Γ-semiring as a 

generalization of semirings and Γ-rings. 

In [8] and [9] we introduced the notions of partial Γ-

semiring and  Γ-so-ring as a generalization of partial 

semirings and Γ-semirings. In [10], [11], [12] and [13] we 

studied the ideal theory for Γ-so-rings. 

In this paper we introduce the notions of 2(1)-prime partial 

ideal and m2(m1)-system in a partial Γ-semiring and obtain 

the characterizations of intersection of all 2(1)-prime partial 

ideals of R and 2(1)-prime radical of K. 

II. PRELIMINARIES 

In this section we collect some important definitions and 

results for our use in this paper. 

1.1. Definition. [5] A partial monoid is a pair (M, Σ) where 

M is a nonempty set and Σ is a partial addition defined on 

some, but not necessarily all families (xi : i   I) in M subject 

to the following axioms:  

(i) Unary Sum Axiom. If (xi : i   I) is a one element family 

in M and I = { j }, then Σ(xi : i   I) is defined and equals xj.  

(ii) Partition-Associativity Axiom. If (xi : i   I) is a family 

in M and (Ij : j   J) is a partition of  I, then (xi : i   I) is 

summable if and only if (xi : i   Ij) is summable for every j 

in J, (Σ(xi : i   Ij ) : j   J) is summable, and Σ(xi : i   I) = 

Σ(Σ(xi : i   Ij):jJ). 

1.2. Definition. [8] Let (R, Σ) and (Γ, Σ') be two partial 

monoids. Then R is said to be a partial Γ-semiring if there 

exists a mapping R   Γ   R → R ( images to be denoted by 

xγy for x, y   R and γ   Γ ) satisfying the following 

axioms: 

(i) xγ( yμz ) = ( xγy )μz, 

(ii) a family (xi : i   I) is summable in R implies (xγxi : i   

I) is summable in R and  xγ[Σ(xi : i   I)] = Σ(xγxi : i   I), 

(iii) a family (xi : i   I) is summable in R implies (xiγx: i   

I) is summable in R and [Σ(xi : i   I)]γx = Σ(xiγx : i   I), 

(iv) a family (γi : iI) is summable in Γ implies (xγiy : i   I) 

is summable in R and  x[Σ'(γi : iI)]y = Σ(xγiy : iI) for all 

x, y, z, (xi : iI) in R and γ, μ, (γi : iI) in Γ. 

1.3. Definition. [10] Let R be a partial Γ-semiring, A be a 

nonempty subset of R and Ω be a nonempty subset of Γ. 

Then the pair (A, Ω) of (R, Γ) is said to be a left (right) 

partial Γ-ideal of R if it satisfies the following: 

(i) (xi : i   I) is a summable family in R and xi    A  i   

I implies Σi xi   A, 

(ii) (αi : i   I) is a summable family in Γ and  αi    Ω  i 

  I  implies  Σ'i αi   Ω, and 

(iii) for all x   R; y   A and α   Ω , xαy   A (yαx   A). 

If (A, Ω) is both left and right partial Γ-ideal of a partial Γ-

semiring R, then (A, Ω) is called a partial Γ-ideal of R. If Ω 

= Γ, then A is called a partial ideal of (R, Γ).                     

1.4. Definition. [9] A Γ-so-ring R is said to be a complete 

partial Γ-semiring if every family of elements in R is 

summable and every family of elements in Γ is summable. 

1.5. Theorem. [10] Let R be a complete partial Γ-semiring. 

If A and Ω are subsets of R and Γ respectively, then the 

partial Γ-ideal generated by (A, Ω) is the pair ({ x   R | x = 

Σi xi + Σj rjαjxj' + Σk xk''αk'rk' + Σl rl''αl''xl'''αl'''rl''', where xi, 

xj', xk'', xl'''  A, rj, rk', rl'', rl'''   R and αj, αk', αl'', αl'''   Γ 

}, { β   Γ | β = Σi'βi, βi   Γ }). 

1.6. Remark. [10] Let R be a complete partial Γ-semiring 

and a   R. Then the left/right/both sided ideals of R 

generated by a are 

(i) < a] = { x   R | x = Σn a + Σj rjαja, rj   R, αj   Γ, n   

N }, 

(ii) [a > = { x   R | x = Σn a + Σk aαk'rk', rk'   R, αk'   Γ, 

n   N }, 
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(iii) < a > = { x   R | x = Σn a + Σj rjαja + Σk aαk'rk' + Σl 

rl''αl''aαl'''rl''', rj, rk', rl'', rl'''   R and αj, αk', αl'', αl'''   Γ, 

n  N }. 

  We call < a > as the principal ideal generated by a. 

1.7. Definition. [10] Let R be a partial Γ-semiring. If A, B 

are subsets of R and Γ1 is a subset of Γ, define AΓ1B as the 

set {x   R |     ai   A, γi   Γ1, bi   B, Σiaiγibi exists and 

x = Σiaiγibi }.                                     

If A = {a} then we also denote A Γ1B by a Γ1B. If B = {b} 

then we also denote A Γ1B by A Γ1b. Similarly if A = {a} and 

B = {b}, we denote A Γ1B by a Γ1b and thus 

 a Γ1b = {x R | x = aγb for some γ   Γ1 }.                             

An ideal A of a Γ-so-ring R is called proper if A   R. 

1.8. Definition. [12] A proper partial ideal P of a partial Γ-

semiring R is said to be prime if and only if for any partial 

ideals A, B of R, AΓB  P implies A   P or B   P. 

2. 2(1)-PRIME PARTIAL IDEALS 

We introduce the notion of 2(1)-prime partial ideals in 

partial Γ-semirings as follows: 

2.1. Definition. Let R be a partial  - semiring and A be a 

proper partial ideal of ),( R . Then A is said to be 2-prime 

if and only if for any subtractive partial ideals I, J of 

),,( R  AJI   implies AI   or .AJ     

2.2. Definition. Let R be a partial  - semiring and A be a 

proper partial ideal of ),( R . Then A is said to be 2-prime 

if and only if for any subtractive partial ideal I and a partial 

ideal J  of ),,( R  AJI   implies AI   or .AJ    

2.3. Remark. Let R be a partial  - semiring and A be a 

proper partial ideal of ),( R . If A is a prime ideal of 

),( R then A is a 2(1)-prime partial ideal of ).,( R    

Proof. Suppose A is a prime partial ideal of ).,( R  Let I, J 

be any two subtractive partial ideals of ),( R  such that 

.AJI  Then I, J are partial ideals of ),( R  such that 

.AJI   Since A is prime, AI   or .AJ   Hence A 

is a 2(1)-prime partial ideal of ).,( R                                                                                                                        

The following example illustrates that in a partial  -

semiring R, a 2(1)-prime partial ideal of ),( R is not 

prime.    

2.4. Example. Let R = {0, 1, 2, 3}. Define Σ on R as 
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  Then R is a partial  -semiring. The partial ideals of 

),( R  are {0}, {0, 3}, {0, 2, 3}, R and the subtractive 

partial ideals of ),( R  are {0} and R. Since 

A }3,0{}3,2,0.{}.3,2,0{  and ,}3,2,0{ I  I is 

not a prime partial ideal of ).,( R  But it easy to prove that 

I is a 2(1)-prime partial ideal of ).,( R      

2.5. Lemma. Let R be a complete partial  -semiring and A 

be a partial ideal of ).,( R  Then the subtractive closure of 

A is ,|{ AxaRaA   for some }.Ax       

Proof. Take ,|{: AxaRaS   for some }.Ax  

First we prove that S is the subtractive partial ideal of 

),( R  containing A: Let ):( Iiai   be a (summable) 

family in R such that Sai     .Ii  Then   

AxaIi ii  ,  for some .Axi   Now 

Axaxa iiiiiii  )(  and hence .Saii   

Let .,, SaRr    Then  ,Rr  and 

Axa   for some .Ax  Now 

Axrarxar   )(  and 

Arxrarxa  )(  and hence ., Sraar   

Thus S is a partial ideal of ).,( R  Let Rba ,  be such 

that Sba   and .Sb  Then Axba   and 

Ayb   for some  ., Ayx  Ayxba   for 

some Ayxb   and hence .Sa  Thus S is a 

subtractive partial ideal of ).,( R  Since 

.,0 SAAaa   Now we prove that S is the 

smallest subtractive partial ideal of ),( R  containing A: 

Let P be another subtractive partial ideal of ),( R  

containing A. Let .Sa  Then Axa   for some 
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.Ax  Since PxaPA  ,  and .Px  Since P is 

subtractive, Pa  and hence .PS   Hence the lemma.                                                                                                                                                                                      

2.6. Theorem. Let A be a partial ideal of a partial  -

semiring R. Then A is 2(1)-prime partial ideal if and only if 

Ryx ,  such that 

)( AyxAyx   then Ax  or 

.Ay             

Proof.  Suppose A is a 2(1)-prime partial ideal of ).,( R  

Let Ryx ,  such that .Ayx   Since 

 yx ,  are subtractive partial ideals of ),( R  such 

that Ayx   and A is 2(1)-prime, Ax   

or .Ay   Hence Ax  or .Ay          

Conversely, suppose that Ryx ,  such that 

Ayx   then Ax  or .Ay  Let X, Y be 

any two subtractive partial ideals of ),( R  such that 

.AYX   Suppose .AX   Then    Xx  .Ax  

Let .Yy  Now we prove that :YXyx   

Let . yxa  Then iiii yxa   for some 

.,,, Iiyyxx iii    Since 

Xxxxxx iii  ,  for some 

Xxxi   .Ii  Since X is subtractive, Xxi   

.Ii  Similarly we prove that Yyi   .Ii  Thus 

.YXyxa iiii    Hence 

.. AyxYXyx   By 

assumption, Xx  or .Yy  Since YyXx  ,  and 

hence .AY   Hence the theorem.                                                                                                                                                                     

2.7. Definition. If X, Y are non-empty subsets of a partial 

 -semiring R, then 

(i) }|{):( XYaRaYX l    

(ii) }|{):( XaYRaYX r    

(iii) AYaRaYX  |{):(  and }.XaY   

2.8. Lemma. Let R be a partial  -semiring. Then  

(i) If X and Y are left(right) partial ideals of ),( R  then 

)):(():( rl YXYX  is a partial ideal of ).,( R  

(ii) If X is a subtractive left(right) partial ideal and Y is a 

left(right) partial ideal of ),( R  then 

)):(():( rl YXYX  is a subtractive partial ideal of 

).,( R   

 

Proof. (i): we have }.|{):( XYaRaYX l   Let 

):( Iiai   be a summable family in R and li YXa ):(  

.Ii  Then ABxi   .Ii    

.):(.)(. li
Ii

i
Ii

Ii

i YXxXYaXYa 






 Let .):(,, lYXaRr    Then  ,Rr  

and .XYa   Consider ).()( YarYar    Since 

.)(, XrYarXYa    Since X is a left partial 

ideal, 

.):(.)(. lYXarXYarXXr    

Consider ).()( YraYra    Since Y is a left partial 

ideal of 

.)(.),,( XYaYaYraYYrR  

.):(.)( lYXraXYra    Therefore 

lYX ):(  is a subtractive partial ideal of ).,( R  

(ii): Suppose X is a subtractive left partial ideal and Y is a 

left partial ideal of ).,( R  

Let XYaYXbaa l  .):(,  and 

.)( XYba   Let .Ybc   Then iii ybc   

for some ., Yyii   Now Yaya ii   .Ii  

Abx ii    .. XyaAi iii    Now 

.)()( XYbaybaybya iiiiiiiii  

 Since X is subtractive, Xya iii    and 

,Xcya iii    we have .Xc  Therefore 

.):(. lYXbXYb   Hence lYX ):(  is a 

subtractive partial ideal of ).,( R                                                                                                                        

2.9. Theorem. Let A be a subtractive partial ideal of a 

partial  -semiring R. Then A is prime if and only if A is 

2(1)-prime.     

Proof. By Remark 2.3., if A is prime then A is 2(1)-prime. 

 Conversely, suppose that A is 2(1)-prime partial ideal of 

).,( R  Let X, Y be any two partial ideals of ),( R  

.AYX   Then .):( lYAX   Since A is 

subtractive, by lemma 2.8.(ii), lYA ):(  is a subtractive 

partial ideal containing X. 

.):(..):( rl XAYAYXYAX   

Since A is subtractive, by lemma 2.8.(ii), rXA ):(  is a 

subtractive partial ideal containing Y. 

..):( AYXXAY r   Since A is 2-prime and 

YX ,  are subtractive partial ideals AX   or .AY   

Thus AX   or .AY   Hence A is a prime partial ideal 

of ).,( R  
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3.  )( 12 mm SYSTEM OF ).,( R  

We define )( 12 mm -system in a partial Γ-semiring as 

follows: 

3.1. Definition. Let R be a partial  -semiring and A be a 

subset of R. Then A is called an )( 12 mm -system of ),( R  

if for any  ,, Aba   bbaa 11 ,  

 ,,),( 1 Rrbb  such that .11 Abra    

3.2. Remark. Let R be a partial  -semiring. Then every m-

system of ),( R  is an )( 12 mm -system of ).,( R       

Proof. Let A be an m-system of ).,( R  Let ., Aba   

Then   

 .,, AbraRr 

., 1111 Abrabbbaaa    Hence A 

is an )( 12 mm -system of ).,( R                                                                                                                                                                                           

The following example illustrates that an )( 12 mm -system is 

not m-system in a partial  -semiring R. 

3.3. Example. Consider the partial  -semiring R as in the 

example 2.4. Then a subset }2,1{A  of R is an )( 12 mm -

system. For ,2 A  for any Rr  and ,,   

.322 Ar   Hence }2,1{A  is not an m-system of 

).,( R    

3.4. Lemma. Let R be a partial  -semiring with left/right 

unity and P be a proper partial ideal of ).,( R  Then P is 

2(1)-prime partial ideal of ),( R  if and only if PR \  is an 

)( 12 mm -system of R.            

Proof. Suppose P is a 2-prime partial ideal of ).,( R  Let 

.\, PRba   Then ., Pba   By theorem 2.6., 

 .Pba  

iiii baxPxbax  .  for some 

.,,  bbaa iii   Since 

 ., PbaPx iiii   

..,, PbaPbabbaa iiiiiiiii  

 Since R has left unity,   a family of elements ):( Jje j   

of R, ):( Jjj   of   such that 

 .)(. Pbeabbe ijjjiiiijjj 

.Pbea ijjiij      

.\,,,, PRbeaRebbaa ijjiijjiii  

 Hence PR \  is an 2m -system of R.      

Conversely suppose that PR \  is an 2m -system of R. Let 

., PbaRba   Suppose Pa  and 

.Pb  Then  .\, PRba  

.\,,,, 1111 PRbraRrbbaa  
 Since 

., 11  araaa 

,)( 1111 Pbrababra    a 

contradiction. Hence Pa  or .Pb  Therefore P is a 2-

prime partial ideal of ).,( R                                                                                                                           

3.5. Theorem. Let R be a partial  -semiring with left/right 

unity, Q be a partial ideal of ),,( R  and M be an 

)( 12 mm -system of R . MQ  Then there exists a 

2(1)-prime partial ideal A of ),( R  such that AQ   and 

MA  and A is maximal with respect to this 

property. 

Proof. Take PP |{  is a partial ideal of ),( R  such 

that PQ   and }.MP  Clearly .Q  Hence 

),(   is a non-empty poset. Let }|{ JjPj   be a simply 

ordered family in .  Take .: j
Jj

PP


   Then P  is clearly 

a partial ideal containing Q. Now we prove that 

: MP   Suppose that .MPx   Then Px   

and .Mx  Pyx   for some .Py   

jPyx   and kPy  for some ., Jkj   Since 

}|{ JjPj   is a simply ordered family, either kj PP   

or .jk PP   So, assume that .kj PP   kPyx   

and KPy  for some kPxJk  .  and thus 

, MPx k   a contradiction. Hence . MP   

Therefore every simply ordered family in   has an upper 

bound in .  By Zorn’s lemma,   has a maximal element. 

Let it be A.  

Now let X, Y be subtractive partial ideals such that 

AYX   and AAXAX  .  and 

AAXAXA  .  and 

rXAAAXA ):(.   and .):( lXAA  

Since A  is subtractive, rXA ):(  and lXA ):(  are 

subtractive partial ideals containing A. Since A is maximal, 

either rXAA ):(  or 

 MXAMXA rr  ):():(  and either 

lXAA ):(  or .):():(  MXAMXA ll   
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Suppose  .):( MXA r   

rr XAxMXAx ):(.):(    and 

..):(. AxXXAxMx r    

Case(i): If .MX   Then   

MxaMXa  ,.  & M is an 2m -system.   

.,,,, 1111 MxraRrxxaa  

 Since ,.)(, 11   MAAxraAxX   

a contradiction. Hence rXAA ):(  & .):( lXAA   

Case(ii): If .MX   Since 

.):(, lxAXAxX   Since 

, Mx   by case(i), 

,.):( AXxAA l   a contradiction. Hence 

rXAA ):(  & .):( lXAA   Now 

.):(. AXAYAAYX r   Hence the 

theorem.                            

3.6. Theorem. Let R be a partial  -semiring. Then every 

2(1)-prime partial ideal I of ),( R  contains a minimal 2(1)-

prime partial ideal of ).,( R  

Proof. Take AA |{  is a 2-prime partial ideal of 

),( R  }.IA  Clearly .I  Hence ),(   is a non-

empty poset. Let }|{ JjB j   be a descending chain of 

elements in .  Take .: j

Jj

BB 


  Then B is clearly a 

partial ideal of ),( R  which contains I. Now let 

ByxRyx ,  and .Bx  Then 

kBx  for some .Jk  If :kj   Since 

kByx   and ,kBx  .kPy  Since 

jk PPkj  ,  and hence jBy  .kj   If :kj   

Then .kj BB   Since ., jk BxBx   Now 

jByx   and ,jBx  jBy  .kj   

Hence jBy  for all .. BByJj j
Jj




  Hence 

B is a 2-prime partial ideal of ),( R  which contains I. 

Thus B is a minimal of }|{ JjB j   in .  By Zorn’s 

lemma,   has a minimal element.          □ 

 

The set of all 2(1)-prime partial ideals of ),( R  is denoted 

by 2(1)-spec(R). 

3.7. Theorem. Let R be a partial  -semiring with left/right 

unity. Then |{)()1(2 RxRspec   there is an  

)( 12 mm -system A  of R with Ax  implies }.0 A     

Proof. Take |{: RxT   there is an 2m -system A  of R 

with Ax  implies }.0 A  Let ).(2 Rspecx   

Then Px  for some 2-prime partial ideal P of ).,( R  

Since P is a 2-prime partial ideal of ),,( R  PR \  is an 

2m -system of ).,( R  Since .\0,0 PRP   Thus   an 

2m -system PR \  PRx \  and ..\0 TxPR   

Therefore ).(2 RspecT    Let .Tx  Then   an 

2m -system A  of R Ax  and .0 A  Now <0> is a 

partial ideal of .0),(  AR   By theorem 3.5., 

there is a 2-prime partial ideal P P 0  and 

AP  and P is maximal with respect to this property. 

Since ., PxAx   Since PxPP  ,  for some 2-

prime partial ideal P of ).,( R ).(2 Rspecx    

Therefore .)(2 TRspec   Hence 

).(2 RspecT   .                                   □ 

3.8. Definition. Let K be a proper partial ideal of a partial 

 -semiring R with left/right unity. Then the 2(1)-prime 

radical of K is defined as the smallest 2(1)-prime partial 

ideals which contains K and is denoted by .)1(2 K  i.e., 

}.|)()1(2{)1(2 PKRspecPK              

3.9. Theorem. If K is a proper partial ideal of a partial  -

semiring R then |{)1(2 RxK  there is an  

)( 12 mm -system A of R with Ax  implies }.KA      

Proof. Take |{: RxT  there is an 2m -system A of R 

with Ax  implies }.KA  Let .Tx  Then   an 

2m -system A  of R Ax  and .KA  By theorem 

3.5.,   a 2-prime partial ideal P of R PK   and 

.PA  Since ., PxAx   .2 Kx   

Therefore .2 TK   Let .2 Kx   Then   a 2-

prime partial ideal P of R PK   and 

PRxPx \.   and .)\( KPR    an 2m -

system PR \  of R PRx \  and 

..)\( TxKPR   Therefore .2 KT   

Hence the theorem.                                                                          

IV. CONCLUSION 

In this paper we introduced the notions of 2(1)-prime partial 

ideal and m2(m1)-system in a partial Γ-semiring and proved 

that P is a 2(1)-prime partial ideal of R if and only if R\P is 

an  m2(m1)-system of (R,Γ). Also we obtained the 
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characterizations of intersection of all 2(1)-prime partial 

ideals of R and 2(1)-prime radical of K. 
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